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Abstract 
The Berkeley Lab Laser Accelerator (BELLA) Center 

hosts a Ti:sapphire CPA laser providing laser pulses at 
petawatt-level peak power with a repetition rate of 1 Hz. 
High irradiances of 1022 W/cm2 can be achieved with a 
short focal length beamline when the laser is focused to a 
spot of w0<5 m. Under this condition, theoretical and 
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations have shown that protons 
and helium ions at energies up to several hundred MeV/u 
can be expected from the interaction between BELLA 
laser pulses and different targets.  Ion beams of high en-
ergies, low energy spread and with high controllability 
and stability have numerous potential applications. A 
preliminary ion optics design is presented to collect, 
transport, and focus the ions generated from the laser-
driven ion accelerator.  

INTRODUCTION 
Laser plasma ion acceleration has numerous potential 

applications such as injectors for conventional accelera-
tors, radiation therapy, studies of radiation damage and 
single event effect in electronics, as well as fast ignition 
inertial confinement fusion or material sciences [1-3]. 
Their unprecedented characteristics, such as short pulse 
duration, high peak currents and very low transverse 
emittance, make this technology very attractive.  

The accelerating fields generated in ultra-high intensity 
laser-solid interactions exceed those of conventional ac-
celerators by six orders of magnitude reaching tens of 
TV/m. Ion bunches with energies of tens of MeV have 
been generated in such micro-meter scale accelerators. 
Collimated proton bunches with a continuous, Maxwelli-
an-shape spectrum and energies up to 60 MeV from laser 
irradiated foils were demonstrated in pioneering experi-
ments more than a decade ago [4]. These triggered an 
extensive world-wide effort. The maximum proton energy 
reported did not exceed 67 MeV [5] until the field has 
experienced major advances recently due to the availabil-
ity of ultra-high power lasers with focused intensities up 
to 1021 W/cm2 and laser pulse cleaning techniques that 
allow a temporal intensity contrast of 14 orders of magni-
tude [6]. New and very efficient acceleration regimes with 
nm-thick target foils have been demonstrated with ener-
gies up to 100 MeV [7-9]. Mono-energetic proton beams 
were observed with solid-state lasers and nanofoils [9,10] 
as well as with CO2 lasers and gas jet targets [11]. 

Using a short focal length beam line at BELLA, the 
PW-class laser facility in operation at LBNL, can offer 
high peak intensities (>1021 W cm-2) and high energy per 
pulse. As shown in Fig. 1, theoretical and multidimen-
sional computer simulations have shown that several 
hundred MeV or even GeV protons can be expected from 
the interaction between BELLA laser pulses with differ-
ent targets. High ion energies and conversion efficiency, 
together with ion beam lines to achieve lower divergence 
and energy spread with high controllability and stability 
can form the core of a new generation of ion accelerators. 
Such a high performance laser-driven ion beam system 
could provide ion beams complimentary to conventional 
RF accelerators in many novel applications.  

 

 
Figure 1: State-of-the-art laser-driven ion accelerator 
performance and predictions of performance with BELLA 
[12]. 

 
Many applications of using accelerated ions require 

high energy mono-energetic beams. For example, to make 
laser-driven ion acceleration system suitable for biomedi-
cal applications, especially for radiation therapy related 
studies [13], the beam should be accelerated up to 250 
MeV for protons or ~ 400 MeV/nucleon for carbon ions. 
An energy spread of 1% or a highly controllable spectrum, 
with dose on the order of 1-51010 particles/second have 
to be demonstrated.  

DESIGN AND LAYOUT 
Pulsed solenoids, magnetic quadrupoles and RF cavi-

ties have been explored by other groups, such as the 
LIGHT collaboration [14] and ELIMED [15], to transport 
and shape the ions produced by the laser-driven ion 
source. The ELIMED transport beam line [15] use per-
manent magnet quadrupoles (PMQ) placed close to the 
laser-target interaction point to collect a wide range of ion 
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energies from 3 to 60 MeV/u, and a dipole energy selec-
tion system (ESS) to reduce the beam angular and energy 
spreads. The beamline was designed to deliver a control-
lable beam in terms of energy spread varying from 5% up 
to 20% for the highest energies.  

The beam transport and energy selection system de-
scribed here is designed with a goal of collecting, select-
ing, and focusing ions at energies over 100 MeV. Instead 
of PMQs, we adopted a newly developed magnet concept, 
called a combined-function, alternating-gradient canted 
cosine theta (AG-CCT) concept, which has been used in 
compact superconducting gantry design [16]. The magnet 
consists of multiple CCT quadrupole winding sections 
placed in sequence on a curve such that the effective 
current direction is reversed between sections. This pro-
duces alternating quadrupole field regions along the 
length of the bend whose individual integral strengths can 
be tuned by the location of the current polarity transitions.  

The beamline consists of two curved AG-CCT magnets, 
with combined function of FDFDF quadrupole and dipole 
structures. The optics is similar to a symmetry-based 
design of fragment separator [17]. The double mirror 
symmetry of the system allows that only the specific 
layout of one-fourth of the system needs to be optimized 
with the map of the whole system being given by sym-
metry operations. 

Table 1: Properties of the AG-CCT Magnets 

 B1 B2 
Bore radius (mm) 50 150 
Bending radius (m) 1.50 
F Angle (degree) 8.61 
D Angle (degree) 13.76 
F Angle (degree) 15.26 
D Angle (degree) 13.76 
F Angle (degree) 8.61 

 
The magnitude of the gradient for each of the FDFDF 

quadrupole sections is the same – only the sign changes. 
In Table I, the bore radius, bending radius, and angular 
lengths for the magnets are given. The general approach 
of a sharp cut-off fringe field (SCOFF) model of the 
magnets is used to arrive at an initial beamline design. For 
different ion energies, the gradient of the magnets can be 
tuned to transport the ions of interested. The quadrupole 
gradient and dipole magnet field required for ions at vari-
ous of energies are listed in Table 2.   

COSY INFINITY code [18] was used to calculate the 
first order beam envelope corresponding to an initial 
beam of 1 mm diameter, half diverging angle of 40 mrad, 
and ± 12% energy dispersion going through two AG-CCT 
combined function magnets. The rays are shown in Fig. 2.  

The beamline allows ions with a large energy disper-
sion to be transported, and a slit can be placed in the cen-
tre of the beamline to select a specific energy of interest 
with small energy spread to be further focused to the 
target.  

 

Table 2: Quadrupole Gradients and Dipole Fields for Ions
 at Various Energies  

Beam Energy 
(MeV/u) 

Quadrupole 
gradient (T/m) 

Dipole 
field (T) 

200 25.4 1.4 
150 21.7 1.2 
100 17.5 0.96 
50 12.3 0.67 
25 8.6 0.47 
10 5.4 0.3 

 

 

 
Figure 2: First order horizontal beam envelope corre-
sponding to an initial beam of ± 1 mm, ± 40 mrad, and ± 
12% energy dispersion going through two AG-CCT com-
bined function magnets. The aperture size of each magnet 
is 15 cm and 30 cm respectively. (top) x-axis, and (bot-
tom) y-axis. 

The diverging angles of the initial ion beam entering 
the beamline, show in Fig. 3 (top), were calculated based 
on the momentum and energy distribution of protons in 
the Directed Coulomb Explosion (DCE) regime of accel-
eration for a 0.5 PW laser pulse and a double-layer foil, 
modelled in 2D using REMP codes [19]. The beam is 
then tracked through the transfer map of the system. The 
ion beam distribution (with energy dispersion of ± 12%) 
reaching the target after going through the AG-CCT mag-
nets is plotted in Fig. 3 (bottom). Higher order effect due 
to the combination of the magnets need to be taken into 
account in the future.  
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Figure 3: (top) The emittance plot of the initial beam 
based on the REMP 2D simulation of the laser-target 
interaction; (bottom) The emittance plot of the ion beam 
(with energy dispersion of ± 12%) reaching the target 
after going through the AG-CCT magnets.  

It is a challenge to reduce the beam energy spread be-
low 1% without losing too many particles. As shown in 
Fig. 4, a discharge capillary as an active plasma lens [20] 
can be placed a couple of centimetres away from the laser 
target to capture ions at large diverging angle. The energy 
spread of the ions can be further reduced by going 
through an RF cavity [14, 21] acting as a phase rotator. 
When the phase of the RF field is properly tuned the 
faster ions arriving earlier at the RF cavity are decelerated 
while the slower ions arriving later are accelerated, result-
ing in a significantly reduction in the energy spectral band.  

 

 
Figure 4: Proposed beamline including the laser-target 
chamber, active plasma lens, AG-CCT combined function 
magnets, RF cavity bunch rotator.  

SUMMARY 
A preliminary design of a compact beam transport and 

energy selection system using combined function AG-
CCT magnets is presented. As opposed to PMQ, this 
design allows, by varying the magnetic field, to transport 
ions at a large energy range, varying from 10 MeV to 200 
MeV, with initial beam diverging angle less than ± 40 
mrad, and energy dispersion less than ± 12%. More simu-
lations are needed to add components such as an active 
plasma lens, which can be located close to the laser target 
to capture more ions, and an RF cavity, which can result 
in a significant narrowing of the energy spectral band.  
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